Happenings of Term Highlighted

Many various and assorted people of all sorts, shapes and sizes crowded into Walker Memorial to hear Prof. Bill Greene give forth with some original Beat poetry in an extremely successful Beatnik Blast.

F I E L D D A Y

Introduced for the first time in Field Day history was Event X, which included carrying many and unrelated items in a Mad Hatter’s race which culminated in a Sophomore triumph.

Institute Committee listened to MIT delegates and national officers of the NSA, then after long and heated debate moved to withdraw from the national organization.

One of the entering 930 scratches his head in amazement at what MIT has to offer him in the coming four years.

Have a real cigarette—have a CAMEL

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN METALS....

the Challenging Heart of Tomorrow’s Progress

Bridgeport Brass Company offers outstanding career opportunities for creative engineers interested in metals. From A to Z... Alumini- to Zirconium, Bridgeport is daily developing and processing the metals of the Space Age. Now is your chance to join this expand- ing, 12-plant growth company, and participate in a formal training now available for:

- Metallurgical Engineers
- Metallurgists
- Mechanical Engineers
- Industrial Engineers
- Research, Development
- Process Metallurgy, Sales Metallurgy
- Process Engineering, Project Engineering
- Methods Engineering

INTERVIEWS will take place on campus Tuesday, February 9. Contact the office of the Placement Director now to arrange an appointment with a representative from Bridgeport Brass Company.

Bridgeport Brass Company

Specialists in Metals from Aluminum to Zirconium